
Basic Debate Vocabulary 

Proposition Team-  The opening team. The Proposition team introduces the motion 

(topic/proposition) of the debate. 

Opposition Team- The second team. The Opposition team argues against the proposition’s 

motion 

Motion- The topic (also known as the resolution or proposition) 

Constructive Speech- Arguments for your side and against their side 

Argument- has three parts (1-Assertion, 2- Reasoning, and 3- Evidence) 

Rebuttal- Summary of major arguments and reasons why your side should win 

Assertion- a statement saying that something is so 

Reasoning- the reason why the assertion is true 

Evidence- the proof of the reasoning 

Extemporaneous Debate Topic- Planned topics to debate (generally 2-4 weeks before the 

debate) 

Impromptu topic- Topics decided the day of the debate 

Point of Information (POI)- a question or statement offered by the opposing side during the 

your argument 

 

Debate Format 

Rounds Speech Order Time 

1 
Proposition Team- 1

st
 Constructive Speech 5 minutes 

Opposition Team- 1
st

 Constructive Speech 5 minutes 

2 
Proposition Team- 2

nd
 Constructive Speech 5 minutes 

Opposition Team- 2
nd

 Constructive Speech 5 minutes 

3 
Opposition Rebuttal 3 minutes 

Proposition Rebuttal 3 minutes 
 



Debate Team Members

Each team will have 4-5 members

1. 1
st

 Speaker- Makes “The Case” (Proposition Team) or “The Clash” (Opposition Team)

2. 2
nd

 Speaker- Provides answers to the arguments of the other side’s 1

3. Rebuttalist- Explains why your side should win based on the arguments

4. Recorder/sub- Helps research facts, takes notes during th

speakers between rounds

5. Recorder/sub- Helps research facts, takes notes during the debate and helps prepare 

speakers between rounds 

 

Planning a Constructive

Motion (by Proposition): School Lunch should 

Opposition: School Lunch should not

 

 

 

Evidence

Reasoning

Assertion

Motion

Debate Team Members 

members: 

Makes “The Case” (Proposition Team) or “The Clash” (Opposition Team)

Provides answers to the arguments of the other side’s 1
st

 Speaker

Explains why your side should win based on the arguments 

lps research facts, takes notes during the debate and helps prepare 

kers between rounds*must be ready to fill in for any speaker! 

Helps research facts, takes notes during the debate and helps prepare 

speakers between rounds *must be ready to fill in for any speaker! 

Planning a Constructive 

: School Lunch should be sold by McDonald’s 

should not be sold by McDonald’s 

School Lunch should be 
sold by McDonald's

Fact 1

Why 1

Proof 1

Fact 2

Why 2

Proof 2

Fact 3

Why 3

Proof 3

Makes “The Case” (Proposition Team) or “The Clash” (Opposition Team) 

Speaker 

 

e debate and helps prepare 

Helps research facts, takes notes during the debate and helps prepare 

 

Fact 3

Why 3

Proof 3



 

Writing a Constructive Argument: 

We, the [Proposition/Opposition Team], resolve that [state motion or opposition]. We will present [#] 

arguments that will prove that[say motion or opposition]. 

Assertion #1  

  

Reasoning  

  

Evidence  

  

  

  

 

Assertion #2  

  

Reasoning  

  

Evidence  

  

  

  

 

Assertion #3  

  

Reasoning  

  

Evidence  

  

  

  

 


